
Frances Olive Anderson C of E (Aided) Primary School 

Dear Parents  

Welcome to the 2nd half of the Summer term. We hope you enjoyed your half term break and that you are looking 

forward to the exciting activities we have planned for Year 5 between now and the end of the Summer Term. 

We hope that by working together we can make this a happy and very productive half-term for your child, offering 

them interesting and challenging activities and experiences and ensuring that they make the best possible progress 

with their learning.  

This term our topic will be Rio. The topic will cover many aspects and subject areas including: History, Geography, 

Science, PE, Design and Technology, Art, Music and RE. 

In Geography we will be looking at geographical similarities and differences through the study of human and 
physical geography of a region of South America (Brazil) 

History focus for next term: we will be to looking at the Olympics, including links to ancient Greece.  

In Science the focus is on Life Cycles and Scientific Enquiry.  

For PE children will be trying to improve their fitness levels. Coaches will continue to support Year 5 this term in 
PE.  
This term our PE is on a Thursday and a coach on a Friday. For indoor activities a t-shirt, shorts and indoor gym 

shoes are recommended. For our outdoor activities your child will need suitable training shoes, shorts and a t-shirt, 

although jogging bottoms and a sweatshirt for colder weather would also be advisable.  

In Design and Technology children will be focusing on where food is grown and healthy eating.  We will also be 

planning an enterprise project in our transition groups. 

For Art children will be trying to improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing, painting 

and sculpture with a range of materials (e.g. pencil, charcoal, paint, clay) and researching  great artists, architects and 

designers in history. 

In RE Year 5 will studying the Religious Beliefs and Lifestyles in Buddism.  

English. We will be learning how to create powerful imagery through our writing – composing and rehearsing 

sentences orally, progressively building a varied and rich vocabulary and practice in using an increasing range of 

sentence structures.  We will also be focusing on editing our work to ensure it contains all of the relevant criteria. 

Maths. Identifying what statistics are and how they can be handled- Exploring how graphs and charts can 

represent data - Using     graphs and charts to analyse data - Using Venn diagrams to sort features of the ancient 

and modern Olympic Games - Using 3D nets  to create packaging for an Olympic product. 

We hope your children will thoroughly enjoy this exciting project and we are grateful for the support of our 

parents.  

If you have any queries, please do not hesitate to pop in for a chat (the best time is at 3.30 pm). We will be happy to 

speak to you and/or make an appointment for a more lengthy discussion.  

Yours sincerely           

Mrs Douce 

 

 



Some Important Reminders...  

 Uniforms and Coats. We would be grateful if these could be clearly named. Please also label items of PE kit. 

Please ensure children bring a coat to school every day, even if the weather is warm that morning. The 

English weather can soon change so we like to be prepared!  

 Reading. Your child has a guided reading session once a week with their class teacher. They also have an 

opportunity to read their new reading book in class each week. It is therefore vital that reading books are 

returned every day. A shared reading session at home is very valuable.  

 Homework. Spellings are sent home on a Friday and should be learned at home, ready for a spelling test on 

the following Friday. Each Monday children will be given times tables to learn for a mini test on a Friday.  

Homework will be sent out on a Friday and needs to be completed and returned to school by the following 

Friday unless it is a longer project.   Please encourage your child to complete and return homework as this is 

a chance for them to further develop skills which have been taught in class.   

 

      Top tips for Year 5 parents  

 Encourage your child to read every day (20 minutes would be ideal).  

 Even if your child is already a fluent reader, you can still support him/her by exploring their understanding 

of what they have read e.g. Describe what has happened so far. How does character ‘A’ feel, what do you 

think he/she will do next, why?  

 Practise their times tables, every day! They are expected to know all tables up to 12 x 12.  

 Encourage your child to pay for things at shops, working out the expected change.  

 Practise telling the time, both digital and analogue. E.g. If I pick you up at 6 o’clock how long will you have 

at the swimming pool?  

 Encourage children to look at tables and charts to figure out how they work e.g. train timetables, television 

schedules.  

 Ask your child about their school topics and how their knowledge is progressing. What experience do you 

have in these areas amongst your family and friends?  

 Take an interest in their homework; make sure they hand it in on time. If your child has not understood 

what they need to do and you are unsure how best to explain, get them to ask the teacher as soon as 

possible.  

 Encourage your child to become more independent – they will need to be next year. Help them to develop 

strategies for making sure they have everything they need at school rather than packing their bag for them!  

Attendance and Punctuality  

 Please ensure your child is on-time for school every day. There is a staff member ‘on duty’, on the 

playground, from 8.45. Doors to classrooms open at 8.45. Good attendance is important, as it has a direct 

effect on learning. Children should not take time-off unless absolutely necessary. We award certificates and 

prizes for good attendance. We are aiming for 98%-100% - please play your part in helping us to meet this 

ambitious target. 


